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Let G be a connected Lie group such that Ad(G) is compact. Then
G admits a (positive definite) Riemannian metric g which is bi-invariant
(left and right invariant). A submanifold H of G is endowed with the
induced Riemannian metric g' by means of g. We consider G and H in
such a situation. The purpose of this paper is to prove the following
theorem.

THEOREM. Let G be a connected Lie group such that Ad(G) is com-
pact. Then an abstract subgroup H of G is a Lie subgroup (of dimension
> 0) if and only if H is a totally geodesic submanifold of G.

This is applicable, of course, in the case where G is connected and
compact.

We keep in mind on the following facts. Let V (resp. Vx) denote the
covariant differential (resp. derivative) with respect to the Riemannian
connection on G induced from g, t h e n F ^ Y = (1/2)[X, Y]. Any 1-parame-
ter subgroup a(t), -oo < ί < +oo is a geodesic in G and the canonical
parameter t is an affine parameter on the geodesic. Conversely a geodesic
through e (unit element of G) is contained in a 1-parameter subgroup of G.

PROOF OF THE THEOREM. The necessity is easily verified. Conversely
assume that H is an abstract subgroup of G which is a totally geodesic
submanifold of G. The identity injection H —* G is denoted by / . G and
H are metric spaces by means of the Riemannian metric g and the induced
Riemannian metric gf respectively, whose distance functions are denoted
by dG(x, y)9 x, yeG and dH(x, y), x, yeH respectively. The topology of G
(resp. H) coincides with that given by the distance dG (resp. dH), which
is denoted by Σ (resp. Σ). In general, Σ is stronger than the induced
topology from Σ.

Let p be an arbitrary point of H and let V be an arbitrary open set
(with respect to Σ) containing q = Lap(eH). There exists an open ball
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Ba(q) = {x' I dH(q, x') < ε} around q with radius ε > 0 contained in V. On
the other hand, there exists a neighborhood £7 c if of p such that

(*) diτ(!Λ z) = dG{y, z) for y9 z e Ϊ7 ,

([1], p. 79), since if is totally geodesic. Let Bβ/(p) = {x | cZH(p, ») < e'} be
an open ball around p with radius ε' > 0 contained in U, then (*) holds
in Bε,(p). We choose ε' < ε. If furthermore we choose ε' sufficiently
small, then any point x e Bε,{p) can be joined to p by the minimizing geo-
desic Ίpx of H lying in JS,,(p): length of Ίpx — dH(p, x). Since H is totally
geodesic, /(7pβ) is a geodesic in G which is minimizing in G by virtue of
(*). L/<«), α e if being an isometry on G, the left translation of f(Ίpx) by
Lf{α): Lf{α){f{Ίpx)) =f(Lα(ypx)) is a minimizing geodesic in G joining q to
a?' = Lαx. We denote this geodesic by Ίqx, whose length is equal to
dG(q, »') = dG{p, x) < ε' < s. Since i ϊ is an abstract subgroup of G, Ίqx> lies
in H so that the tangent vector of yqx, at q must be tangent to H. We
denote 7qx, as a subset of H by 7^,: 7ffβ/ =/(7 w /) . Since ί ί i s totally geo-
desic, 7giC, is a geodesic in H, which is also minimizing because the metric
on H is the induced one. Then we have

dH(Q> B') = length of 7qx, in H

= length of yqa, in G = dσ(g, a?') < ε .

Hence x' = LαxeBe(q). The point xeBε,{p) being arbitrary, we have

This shows that Lα, αeHis continuous on H. Since Lf{α) is diίferentiable
on G, Lα, αeH is differentiable on H.

The right translation i2α, αeG and the diffeomorphism

ψ:G—>G given by #—•or1 (α eG) ,

give isometries of G onto itself. Hence we can prove that Rα, αeH and
ψ IH (restriction of ψ to H) are both differentiable on H, quite similarly
as in the case of Lα, αeH. Thus Lα, i2α (α6H) and ^ | H give isometries
on H. Making use of these facts, we can prove that H is a Lie subgroup.
One method is as follows.

Suppose that xy = z, x,yeH and we shall prove that the mapping
H x H-*H given by (x, y)—*z is differentiable on H. Let U be an ar-
bitrary open set containing z in H and Bε(z) be an open ball around z
with radius ε > 0 contained in U. Let Bεl2(y) be an open ball around y
with radius ε/2. Since the right translation Ry is continuous, we can
choose a ball BP{x) around x with radius p > 0 such that Ry(Bp(x)) c i?e/2(3),
namely for any #' e J5P(α?), JB^O;' = x'y e Bel2(z). Let x* e BP(x) and
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be arbitrary, then

dH(z, x'y') ^ dH(zf x'y) + dH(x'y, x'y') .

Since x'y e Bε!2(z), we have dH(z, x'y) < ε/2. And since Lx, is an isometry
on H, we have dH(x'y, x'y') = dH(y, y') < ε/2, so that

dH{z, x'y') < ε/2 + ε/2 = ε .

This means that x'y'eBε(z), namely Bp(x)'Bεί2(y) cz Bε(z) cz U. Hence the
mapping H x H—> H given by (x, y) —»z is continuous and so differentiate
because it is differentiable on G x G onto G. q.e.d.
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